Course Description

This workshop focuses on the development, design, and pedagogical skills necessary to create engaging, successful courses in Blackboard. The workshop, designed for faculty and course developers, includes a variety of activities including individual assignments, hands-on activities, and collaborative discussions to help developers leverage the instructional power of Blackboard to its full potential. The focus of this workshop is not tool use; participants should be familiar with Blackboard prior to enrolling in the course.

Before Taking this Course

● Course participants must be able to create web pages
● Successfully complete Introduction to Blackboard

Outcomes

● Apply the instructional design model to the course development.
● Structure courses for successful navigation for both students and facilitators.
● Organize course content to facilitate development and delivery.
● Incorporate principles of effective layout and design into the course.
● Incorporate graphics and typography to enhance learning.
● Evaluate and improve the accessibility of web pages.
● Demonstrate appropriate use of Blackboard tools to enhance student learning.

Sample Agenda

● Instructional design overview
● Planning for your course
● Effectively structuring your course
● Preparing instructional content
● Organizing and presenting content
● Creative strategies for effective tool use
● Evaluating your course

Location: Old Industrial Arts Building, 1st Floor
Instructor: Tamika K. Moorehead
Office: (601) 979-1369